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Abstract. Matter in neutron star collisions can reach densities up to few times the nuclear saturation
threshold (ρ0 ' 2.7×1014 g cm−3) and temperatures up to one hundred MeV. Understanding the structure
and composition of such matter requires many-body nonperturbative calculations that are currently highly
uncertain. Unique constraints on the neutron star matter are provided by gravitational-wave observations
aided by numerical relativity simulations. In this work, we explore the thermodynamical conditions of
matter and radiation along the merger dynamics. We consider 3 microphysical equation of state models
and numerical relativity simulations including an approximate neutrino transport scheme. The neutron
star cores collision and their multiple centrifugal bounces heat the initially cold matter to several tens of
MeV. Streams of hot matter with initial densities ∼ 1−2ρ0 move outwards and cool due to decompression
and neutrino emission. The merger can result in a neutron star remnant with densities up to 3− 5ρ0 and
temperatures ∼ 50 MeV. The highest temperatures are confined in an approximately spherical annulus
at densities ∼ ρ0. Such temperatures favour positron-neutron capture at densities ∼ ρ0, thus leading to
a neutrino emission dominated by electron antineutrinos. We study the impact of trapped neutrinos on
the remnant matter’s pressure, electron fraction and temperature and find that it has a negligible effect.
Disks around neutron star or black hole remnant are neutron rich and not isentropic, but they differ in
size, entropy and lepton fraction depending on the nature of the central object. In presence of a black hole,
disks are smaller and mostly transparent to neutrinos; in presence of a massive neutron star, they are more
massive, geometrically and optically thick.
PACS. 04.25.D numerical relativity – 04.30.Db gravitational wave generation and sources – 95.30.Sf
relativity and gravitation – 95.30.Lz Hydrodynamics – 97.60.Jd Neutron stars
1 Introduction
Simulation in numerical relativity (NR) predict that the
outcome of binary neutron star (BNS) mergers on dynam-
ical timescales is the prompt formation of a black hole via
gravitational collapse or of a remnant neutron star (NS)
[1]. In the latter case, the cold, β-equilibrated matter of
the individual NSs at typical densities 1 of ρNS ∼ 2− 3ρ0
is pushed to ρ ∼ 5 − 6ρ0 and temperatures up to T ∼
50 − 100 MeV in the remnant (see e.g. [2,3,4]). Those
extreme conditions are reached on a timescale of millisec-
onds, and potentially differ from those of proto NS in su-
pernova remnants (e.g. [5]).
Our knowledge of the properties of cold matter at
supranuclear densities are still affected by large uncertain-
ties, see e.g. [6,7]. Nevertheless they are key in determin-
Send offprint requests to: albino.perego@unitn.it
1 We consider here NSs of “fiducial” mass of MNS ∼ 1.35 −
1.4 M.
ing the internal structure and mass-radius relation of NSs.
Despite many theoretical effords, also the behavior of nu-
clear matter at finite temperature is poorly known, see
e.g. [8] and references therein. The first composition- and
temperature-dependent versions of the equation of state
(EOS) widely used in simulations of binary NS mergers
and core-collapse supernovae were the Lattimer-Swesty
(LS) EOS [9] and the Shen EOS [10]. Most of the EOS
currently used and compatible with present nuclear con-
straints are based on the relativistic mean field (RMF)
approach [8]. However, more realistic EOSs based on de-
tailed microscopic interactions and many-body techniques
are becoming available, e.g. [11].
A detailed knowledge of the matter interactions in the
merger remnant is pivotal for characterizing the dynamics
and the related gravitational and electromagnetic radia-
tion signatures. For example, tidal interactions during the
inspiral are parametrized by NS compactness and EOS-
dependent tidal polarizability coefficients [12,13,14,15,16,
17]; the properties of the merger dynamics dependent pri-
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marily on those coefficients [18,19]. Moreover, the maxi-
mum mass of nonrotating NS supported by the EOS deter-
mines the threshold for the prompt gravitational collapse
of the remnant [20,21]. Similarly, the EOS characterizes
the remnant NS, the disk, the ejecta, and the neutrino
emission properties (e.g. [22,4]), thus influencing the nu-
cleosynthesis and ultimately the properties of the kilonova
emission [4,23]. The timescale for the gravitational col-
lapse to a black hole, as well as the mass and the lifetime
of the disk, can also play a pivotal role in launching a rel-
ativistic jet and producing a (short) gamma-ray burst,
see e.g. [24,25,26,27]. The appearance of phase transi-
tions and extra degrees of freedom, including hyperons
and quarks, can soften the EOS in the merger remnant
leading to collapse and/or signatures in the gravitational
waves (GWs) signal [2,28,29,30].
NR simulations are the only means to build models
and to interpret the observations that set constraints on
the NS properties and thus on the EOS. The measurement
of tidal polarizability parameters in the GW170817 signal
constrained the EOS at ρ . ρNS, e.g. [31,32,33,34]. NR
simulations support the development of tidal waveform
models for such measurement, e.g. [35,17,36,37,38]. Sim-
ilarly, the post-merger signal from the remnant, although
not detected in GW170817 [39], could also place strong
constraints on the physics at extreme densities ρ . 5−6ρ0
[40,41,42,28,43,44].
Simulations results combined with the ejecta proper-
ties inferred from AT2017gfo (the kilonova associated with
GW170817) led to upper bounds on the maximum mass
of NS by noticing that the energy of the ejecta inferred
from optical and infrared data are likely incompatible with
both a prompt collapse and a long lived remnant [45] (see
also [46,47,48]). Similar arguments, combined with em-
pirical relations between NS radii and the threshold mass
for prompt collapse mentioned above, tentatively rule out
EOSs predicting very small NS radii [49]. The correlation
between the disk mass and the tidal polarizability param-
eter observed in NR simulations can complement the con-
straints on the tidal coefficients in joint observation of GW
and electromagnetic (EM) radiation [22,50].
In this work we study in details the thermodynami-
cal conditions of matter and radiation during binary NS
(BNS) mergers. We explore three microphysical EOS mod-
els by simulating the matter flow along the general rela-
tivistic merger dynamics and including weak interactions.
Our work aims at quantitatively investigating the typical
densities, temperatures, and electron fractions that can be
reached in real astrophysical mergers and their intrinsic
variability. We also explore the properties and the poten-
tial role of a gas of dynamically trapped neutrinos deep
inside the merger remnant. We finally point out the ro-
bust features and some of the main uncertainties of cur-
rent state-of-art simulations.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we
present the EOSs employed in this work, the NR simu-
lations setups, and the method used for the analysis of
the neutrino trapped components. Section 3 is devoted to
the presentation of the thermodynamical conditions expe-
rienced by the astrophysical plasma as obtained by several
BNS merger models, characterized by different EOSs, NS
masses and physical ingredients (e.g. turbulent viscosity).
In Section 4 we report the results of the analysis of the
role of trapped neutrinos, while in Section 5 we discuss
the properties of disks in BNS merger remnants. Finally,
we conclude in Section 6.
2 Method
We consider three different nuclear EOS models: HS(DD2)
[53,54], LS220 [9], and HS(SFHo) [55], see Tab. 1 (in the
following, we will refer to the first and third ones simply as
DD2 and SFHo, respectively). The LS220 EOS is based on
a liquid droplet Skyrme model with a value of 220 MeV for
the modulus of the nuclear incompressibility. It includes
surface effects and models α-particles as an ideal, classi-
cal, non-relativistic gas. Heavy nuclei are treated using the
so-called single nucleus approximation (SNA). The DD2
and SFHo EOSs combine a statistical ensemble of sev-
eral thousands of nuclei, under the assumption of nuclear
statistical equilibrium (NSE), with a RMF approach for
the unbound nucleons to treat high-density nuclear mat-
ter [54]. The phase transition from nuclei to homogeneous
nuclear matter at densities close to nuclear saturation den-
sity is achieved by an excluded volume mechanism. DD2
and SFHo use different parameterizations and values for
modeling the mean-field nuclear interactions. In partic-
ular, DD2 uses a linear, but density dependent coupling
[53], while the RMF parametrization of SFHo is motivated
by neutron star radius measurements from low-mass X-ray
binaries ([55] and references therein).
All three models have symmetry energies at saturation
density within experimental bounds. LS220 has a signifi-
cantly steeper density dependence of its symmetry energy
than the other models. In all models, the finite temper-
ature behavior of the EOS is mainly determined by the
nucleon effective mass, m∗N , with smaller effective masses
leading to higher temperatures for constant entropy. The
LS220 EOS assumes that the nucleon mass is the bare
nucleon mass at all densities, while SFHo has m∗N/mN =
0.76 at saturation density, and DD2 has m∗N/mN = 0.56,
where mN is the bare nucleon mass.
These EOSs predict NS maximum masses and radii
within the range allowed by current astrophysical con-
straints, including the recent LIGO-Virgo constraint on
tidal deformability [31,32,34,33]. SFHo, LS220, and DD2
support 2.06, 2.06, and 2.42 M cold, non-rotating max-
imum NS masses. The cold, non-rotating NS radius cor-
responding to 1.4 M is R1.4 = 11.9, 12.7, 13.2 km re-
spectively. Since NS radii correlate with the pressure at
roughly twice saturation density [6], we refer to EOS hav-
ing smaller R1.4 as being “softer” and to EOS having
larger R1.4 as being stiffer. In Tab. 1 we summarize the
main nuclear properties of the cold EOS models used in
this work.
For each EOS model, irrotational BNS configurations
in quasi-circular orbit are computed by solving the gen-
eral relativistic initial data problem. We use the Lorene
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Table 1. Summary of the hadronic equation of state models considered in this work, with their nuclear matter properties
at saturation density (n0) and zero temperature: binding energy (E0), incompressibility (K), symmetry energy (S), slope of
the symmetry energy (L), radius of a 1.4 M NS (R1.4), maximum cold, irrotational NS mass (Mmax). Experimental and
observational results were taken from the comprehensive review of [8] and from [51,52,50].
EOS Brief description n0 E0 K S L R1.4 Mmax Ref
[fm]−3 [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [MeV] [km] [M]
DD2 NSE + RMF 0.1491 16.02 243 31.67 55.04 13.2 2.42 [53,54]
LS220 SNA + Liquid droplet Skyrme 0.1550 16.00 220 28.61 73.82 12.7 2.06 [9]
SFHo NSE + RMF 0.1583 16.19 245 31.57 47.10 11.9 2.06 [55]
experiments and observations 0.15-0.16 ∼16 220-315 28.5-34.9 30.6 - 86.8 11.2-13.4 > 1.97
Table 2. Fiducial binary neutron star configurations. We
report EOS, individual gravitational masses and maximum
rest-mass density of the initial data in units of ρ0 ' 2.7 ×
1014 g cm−3. All simulations were performed with a maximal
grid resolution of 185 m, using the M0 neutrino-transport ap-
proximation. Two simulations include the effect of physical vis-
cosity and are indicated with “V” (see text for more details.)
Simulation EOS (M1,M2) (ρNS1, ρNS2)
DD2 M136136 DD2 (1.36, 1.36) (2.1,2.1)
LS220 M135135 LS220 (1.35, 1.35) (2.6,2.1)
LS220 M135135V LS220 (1.35, 1.35) (2.6,2.6)
LS220 M140120V LS220 (1.40, 1.20) (2.7,2.3)
SFHo M135135 SFHo (1.35, 1.35) (3.0,3.0)
pseudo-spectral code [56] and specify the initial separa-
tion between the NS to at least 40 km, corresponding to
∼ 2−3 orbits before merger. The EOS used for the initial
data are constructed from the minimum temperature slice
(T ∼ 0.5 − 0.1 MeV) of the EOS table used for the evo-
lution assuming neutrino-less beta-equilibrium. To create
the initial data tables we also subtract from the pressure
the contribution of photon radiation, which dominates at
the lowest densities due to the assumption of constant
temperature. Initial data properties are summarized in
Tab. 2.
The initial data are evolved according to Einstein’s
general relativistic equations for the spacetime in the (3+1)D
form described in [57,58] and coupled to general rela-
tivistic hydrodynamics. The (3+1)D simulations span the
merger and the remnant evolution for a timescale of at
least 20-30 ms. We use the WhiskyTHC code [59,36,60,61];
all the technical details are given in [23]. All simulations
involving the LS220 EOS and simulation DD2 M136136
are reported here for the first time. All our simulations do-
main covers a cube of 3,024 km in diameter whose center is
at the center of mass of the binary. Our code uses Berger-
Oliger conservative adaptive mesh refinement (AMR; [62])
with sub-cycling in time and refluxing [63,64] as provided
by the Carpet module of the Einstein Toolkit [65]. We
setup an AMR grid structure with 7 refinement levels. The
finest refinement level covers both NSs during the inspi-
ral and the remnant after the merger, and has a typical
resolution of h ' 185 m.
For a subset of binaries, we use the general-relativistic
large eddy simulations method (GRLES; [66]) to explore
the impact of subgrid-scale turbulent angular momentum
transport. The turbulent viscosity is parametrized as σT =
`mixcs, where cs is the sound speed, and `mix is a free pa-
rameter that sets the intensity of the turbulence. In the
context of accretion disk theory turbulent viscosity is usu-
ally expressed in terms of a dimensionless constant α re-
lated to `mix through the relation `mix = α csΩ
−1, where
Ω is the angular velocity of the fluid [67]. Recently, very
high resolution general relativistic magnetohydrodynam-
ics simulations of a NS merger were reported by [68], who
used sufficiently high seed magnetic fields (1015 G) to re-
solve the MRI in the merger remnant. Averaged α values
for different rest-mass density shells were also provided.
In our models, we combine values of cs and Ω directly
obtained during the simulations with their estimate of α
to compute `mix as a function of density.
The high temperatures reached during the merger lead
to the copious production of neutrinos of all flavors. Elec-
tron (anti)neutrino production rates due to electron and
positron captures on free protons and neutrons, respec-
tively, are characterized by a T 5 dependence on matter
temperature (e.g., [69]). Thermal processes producing all
kinds of neutrinos have an even stronger dependence,∼ T 7
(e.g., [70]). For densities in excess of ρlim ∼ 1012g cm−3
and temperatures above a few MeV, the neutrino mean
free path becomes smaller than the typical length scales
of the system, and the diffusion timescale significantly ex-
ceeds the dynamical timescales. Under these conditions,
neutrino trapping occurs and neutrinos form a gas ther-
mally and dynamically coupled with the baryonic fluid.
Diffusing neutrinos are eventually emitted at the last scat-
tering surface (also called neutrino surface), located at a
density close to ρlim, and propagate further in optically
thin conditions.
The compositional and energy changes in the matter
due to weak reactions during the simulations are treated
using a leakage scheme that tracks reactions involving elec-
tron νe and anti-electron type ν¯e neutrinos separately [71,
72]. Heavy-lepton neutrinos are treated as a single effective
species labeled as νx. The reactions included in the simula-
tions are listed in Tab. 3; the precise formulas implemented
for neutrino production and absorption rates and for scat-
tering opacities can be found in the references listed there.
The total neutrino opacities are used to compute an es-
timate to the optical depth following the scheme of [73].
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Table 3. Weak reaction rates and references for their imple-
mentation. We use the following notation: ν ∈ {νe, ν¯e, νx}
denotes a neutrino species, νx any heavy-lepton neutrinos,
N ∈ {n, p} denotes a nucleon, and A denotes a nucleus.
Reaction Ref.
νe + n↔ p+ e− [78]
ν¯e + p↔ n+ e+ [78]
e+ + e− → ν + ν¯ [74]
γ + γ → ν + ν¯ [74]
N +N → ν + ν¯ +N +N [79]
ν +N → ν +N [74]
ν +A→ ν +A [80]
The optical depth and local opacity are then employed
to calculate the neutrino diffusion timescale, as described
in [74,4]. The neutrino emission rate from optically thick
regions is then computed as the ratio between the local
neutrino densities and the diffusion timescale. For the for-
mer quantity, we assume that the neutrinos follow Fermi-
Dirac distributions with chemical potentials obtained as-
suming beta-equilibrium with thermalized neutrinos as in
[69]. Free-streaming neutrinos are emitted at an average
energy and then evolved according to the M0 scheme in-
troduced in [72,4]. The M0 scheme is less sophisticated
that the frequency-integrated M1 scheme adopted by oth-
ers [75,76]. However, it is has the advantage of computa-
tional efficiency, it incorporates an approximate treatment
of gravitational and Doppler effects, and is well adapted to
the geometry found in NS mergers. In particular, it is not
affected by the well-known radiation shock artifact that
plagues the M1 scheme [77].
2.1 Modelling of trapped neutrinos
Despite the fact that trapped neutrino density is employed
to compute emission rates from optically thick regions,
the neutrino treatment adopted in our simulations does
not explicitly model the presence of a trapped component.
The temperature- and composition-dependent weak equi-
librium that establishes between the baryonic and leptonic
fluids for ρ & ρlim could potentially change the matter
properties at those densities. For example, we presently
neglects the pressure and internal energy contributions,
as well as possible changes in the electron fraction, due to
the presence of these neutrino gases.
In order to explore this effect and to assess its rele-
vance, we postprocess the results of our simulations by
computing the thermodynamical conditions of the fluid in
presence of a neutrino gas in weak and thermal equilib-
rium. For consistency with the underlying simulations, we
consider (anti)neutrino of all flavors modelled as three in-
dependent species: νe, ν¯e, and νx. Since neutral current
reactions involving νx-ν¯x pairs decouple at significantly
larger densities than charged current reactions involving
νe and ν¯e, we distinguish between ρlim,e = 5× 1011g cm−3
for both νe and ν¯e, and ρlim,x = 5 × 1012g cm−3 for νx.
2 We first promote the electron fraction and the internal
energy density obtained by the simulations and measured
in the local comoving frame to the lepton and total (i.e.,
fluid+neutrinos) internal energy density:
Ye,sim → Yl
esim → u .
Indeed, the leakage scheme prescriptions evolve the lepton
fraction and total internal energy, rather than the electron
fraction and the fluid internal energy (see, e.g., [81]). For a
given matter density ρ, the electron fraction and the fluid
energy obtained in the simulations univocally identify a
temperature through the EOS, Tsim. We then compute
the electron fraction and the temperature at equilibrium,
(Ye,eq, Teq) , solving the following set of equations:
Yl = Ye,eq + Yνe(Ye,eq, Teq)− Yν¯e(Ye,eq, Teq) (1)
u = e(Ye,eq, Teq) +
ρ
mb
[Zνe(Ye,eq, Teq)+
+ Zν¯e(Ye,eq, Teq) + 4Zνx(Teq)] (2)
0 = ηνe(Ye,eq, Teq)− ηe(Ye,eq, Teq) +
−ηp(Ye,eq, Teq) + ηn(Ye,eq, Teq) . (3)
In the previous equations, Yνi and Zνi represent the
neutrino particle and energy fractions, respectively, while
ηi = µi/T is the degeneracy parameter for the i species.
They are computed assuming weak and thermal equilib-
rium between all the modelled species. The former is en-
sured by the equilibrium relationship between the rela-
tivistic chemical potentials µ, i.e. µνe = µe+µp−µn. The
latter is given by the assumption that the neutrino and
matter temperature coincide. In particular, we compute
Yνi(ρ, Ye, T ) =
4pimb
ρ(hc)3
(kBT )
3
F2(ηνi) exp
(
−ρlim,i
ρ
)
(4)
Zνi(ρ, Ye, T ) =
4pimb
ρ(hc)3
(kBT )
4
F3(ηνi) exp
(
−ρlim,i
ρ
)
(5)
where Fk(x) is the Fermi function of order k, and we fur-
ther assume that µν¯e = −µνe and µνx = 0. The density
dependent exponential term ensures that trapped neutri-
nos are only present for ρ & ρlim (see e.g. [82]). Trapped
neutrinos do provide a pressure as an ultra-relativistic gas,
i.e. Pν = (ρZν)/(3mb). We thus compare the pressure ob-
tained in the simulation,
Psim ≡ Pfluid(ρ, Ye,sim, Tsim) , (6)
with the total pressure at equilibrium,
Peq ≡ Pfluid(ρ, Ye,eq, Teq) +
+
ρ
3
(Zνe + Zν¯e + 4Zνx) (Ye,eq, Teq) . (7)
3 Thermodynamical evolution
We now discuss results for the four fiducial binary neu-
tron star mergers reported in Tab. 2. The binaries have
2 Note that we do not include the presence of a scattering
atmosphere, which could be relevant for νx neutrinos.
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the maximum rest-mass density (top) and of the maximum temperature (bottom) for all the binaries
considered in this work. Peak temperatures correspond the first bounce of the NS cores, and are reached at typical densities
ρ ∼ ρ0. Collapse to black hole happens for LS220 M135135 and SFHo M135135; during collapse the maximum density reaches
(max ρ) & 5ρ0.
masses and EOS compatible with GW170817 [31] and, cor-
respondingly, the maximal densities in each NS are 2− 3
times the nuclear saturation point, ρNS1,2 ∼ 2− 3ρ0, with
softer EOS having larger maximum densities.
The maximum density and temperature evolutions for
each model are reported in Fig. 1. The moment t = 0 cor-
responds to the peak of the gravitational-wave amplitude
(i.e. the end of the chirp signal) and it is conventionally
refereed as moment of merger (or shortly merger, where it
cannot be confused with the merger-phase of the coales-
cence) [17]. During the last orbits (t < 0) the maximum
density and temperature are approximately constant, the
latter being T ∼ 10 MeV. These high temperature are
reached close to the surface of the stars and are a numer-
ical artifact.
At t ∼ 0 the two NS cores merge, the maximum den-
sity increases rapidly up to ∼ 1.5ρNS and temperature in-
creases due to (physical) hydrodynamical shocks and mat-
ter compression. In the considered binaries, no prompt
collapse happens and the two NS cores bounce multiple
times on a timescale of few milliseconds. During the first
of these bounces, the temperature peaks at 70− 100 MeV
and most of the dynamical ejecta is expelled [83,84,4]. The
core bounces are more violent in binaries with softer EOS,
and produce larger density and temperature oscillations.
Note that binary remnants are closer to the gravitational
collapse instability point for softer EOSs [1,85,86]. Hot
material from the collisional interface between the NSs is
squeezed out of the remnant and settles into an accretion
disk [4]. The remnant is still deformed into a bar (m = 2
mode) and spiral arms are launched inside the disk. On
a timescale of 10 − 20 ms, the characteristic timescale of
the GW transient, binaries with softer EOS collapse to
a rotating black hole with typical dimensionless Kerr pa-
rameter of ∼ 0.7 − 0.8 [3,19]. Binaries with stiffer EOS
generate long-lived NS remnants whose dynamics is de-
termined on timescales much longer than those presently
simulated in numerical relativity [23].
Let us discuss the thermodynamical conditions expe-
rienced by the matter during the different phases of the
merger. For the moment, we do not include the effect of
trapped neutrinos at ρ > ρlim, but we simply consider the
outcome of our simulations. Under the assumption that
matter is always in Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium (NSE),
we focus on matter density, ρ, temperature, T , and elec-
tron fraction, Ye. We consider 3D spatial hypersurfaces at
specific coordinate times and produce histograms of the
baryonic-mass as distributed at different ρ, T , and Ye, i.e.
Mb(ρ, T, Ye). We used the following ranges:
ρ ∈ [104, 1016] g cm−3
T ∈ [10−2, 102] MeV
Ye ∈ [0, 0.5] ,
binning them in 120 × 50 × 50 intervals. For the density
and temperature, the bins are uniformly displaced in the
logarithm, while we use a linear scale for the electron frac-
tion. The artificial atmosphere of the simulations is set to
density level ρatm ∼ 104 g cm−3. Similar plots have been
presented in [87,88] for core-collapse supernova simula-
tions, in [29,89] for BNS mergers, and in [90] for BNS
merger aftermath 3. However, a detailed discussion is, to
the best of our knowledge, missing in the literature.
3 Note the LS220 simulations presented here are a longer and
higher resolution versions of those shown in [89].
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The five rows of Figs. 2-6 4 refer to snapshots covering
the entire available binary evolution. Moving from top to
bottom: (1) early time during the orbital phase, (2) the
time corresponding to the temperature peak, (3) about
3-4 milliseconds after the temperature peak, (4) a later
time close to collapse (if collapse happens), (5) time close
to simulation end. Each row shows a snapshot of rest-
mass density on the orbital plane and two thermodynam-
ical condition histograms in which two of three variables
((ρ, T ) and (ρ, Ye), respectively) are shown and the third
is integrated over its range.
During the last orbits (snapshots (1)) most of the baryon
mass is clearly distributed around the maximum NS densi-
ties at T ∼ 1−3 MeV, with an electron fraction still close
to the cold, ν-less weak equilibrium, 0.01 . Ye . 0.12. In
all models we recognize the typical increase of Ye moving
from ρ ∼ ρ0 to a few times ρ0 due to the increase in the
symmetry energy. The highest temperatures are reached
at densities ρ ∼ 1012g cm−3, but as mentioned above this
is a numerical artifact.
After merger (t & 0, snaphshots (2)), the innermost
part of the merging cores, ρ & ρNS, does not experience
violent shocks (s . 1 kB baryon−1, where s is the spe-
cific matter entropy). Thus the increase of the maximum
density in the center of the remnant is associated with a
marginal increase in the temperature (up to a few tens
of MeV), mainy due to matter compression of degenerate
nuclear matter well above nuclear saturation density. In-
deed, most of the matter in the cores resides below the
semi-degenerate transition line represented by
T = TF(ρ) =
~2
2mb
(
3pi2ρ
mb
)2/3
, (8)
where TF is the Fermi temperature of an ideal baryon gas
of mass mb. At merger (t ∼ 0) the electron fraction at the
highest densities is still frozen to the initial ν-less, cold
weak equilibrium value. Due to the high opacities of these
regions during and after the merger, Ye does not change
significantly on the simulated timescale due to the emis-
sion of neutrinos. Only later, when the cores experience a
significant compression and mixing, the Ye profiles become
more uniform for ρ & ρNS.
On the contrary, the densities at which T peaks cor-
respond to the regions close to the binary center of mass
where shocks are generated and material is pushed out-
wards (snaphshots (2)-(3)). The highest temperatures are
reached at densities slightly below ρNS and characterized
by the lowest Ye. In particular, the DD2 model peaks at
∼ 70 MeV, LS220 at ∼ 80 MeV, and SFHo at ∼ 100 MeV.
This matter, initially located in the outer layers of the two
cores, expands into the spiral arms. The temperature low-
ers as the spiral-arms expand and decompress, forming an
envelope around the merging cores. As a consequence of
the fast expansion, the temperature drops to ∼ 10 MeV
as the density reaches a few times 1013 g cm−3 (snapshot
4 Time-dependent (animated) versions can be found at
http://www.computational-relativity.org/.
(3)). The EOS is dominated by the non-degenerate nu-
cleons (T & TF) and the matter expanding adiabatically
satisfies the relation T 3/ρ2 ≈ const 5.
In terms of the spatial distribution of ρ and T , the
merging cores have a peculiar structure with two rotat-
ing hot spots, displaced by an angle of ∼ pi/2 with re-
spect to the densest regions corresponding to the NS cores
(e.g. [91]). The expansion of the spiral arms, in combi-
nation with their fast orbital motion, produces a disk
structure around the forming massive NS. The fast mo-
tion of the merging cores and of spiral arms inside this
newly formed envelope heats it up, mainly via shocks.
The subsequent increase of entropy determines a spread
in the ρ− T diagram. The EOS is dominated by the non-
relativistic baryons, T ∝ (exp (2s)/ρ2)1/3 (see, e.g., [92])
and matter experiences a temperature increase up to a
few tens of MeV (snapshots (3) and (4)). This behaviour
explains the peak structure and evolution observed in the
ρ − T diagram, where a maximum temperature of a sev-
eral tens of MeV is reached by a substantial amount of
matter with density around or immediately below nuclear
saturation density. The corresponding electron fraction is
significantly larger (∼ 0.05-0.10) than the low Ye expected
from ν-less, cold weak equilibrium (. 0.05). This is only
partially due to an excess of electron antineutrinos emis-
sion (see below), while it traces back the origin of this
matter to larger densities where the increase of the sym-
metry energy produces larger Ye already in ν-less weak
equilibrium conditions.
Shocks inside the disk produce further matter expan-
sion (snaphshots (3)-(5)). As soon as the density drops
below 1010g cm−3 and the temperature becomes of the
order of a few MeV, the EOS is dominated by the rela-
tivistic electrons and photons. Thus, adiabatic expansion
follows the relation T 3/ρ ≈ const ∝ s, typical of ultrarel-
ativistic gases.
If the forming massive NS does not collapse (as in
the DD2 case, Fig. 2), the cores completely merge on a
timescale of several ms and the hot spots become a spher-
ical annulus at an intermediate density ∼ ρ0 between the
denser core and the more diluite envelope, see Fig. 8. Since
this time interval corresponds to several orbital timescales,
the envelope around the remnant has reached a relatively
homogeneous configuration and the spread in the ρ − T
plane has significantly reduced. Moreover, an inspection
of the ρ−Ye planes reveals the effect of weak reactions on
the disk composition: at the location where the last scat-
tering neutrino surface is expected to be (ρ ∼ ρlim), the
captures of positrons and streaming νe on free neutrons
significantly increases the electron fraction.
On the other hand, if a black hole forms (as in the
LS220 and SFHo cases, see the fifth row of Figs. 3-6), the
evolution of the thermodynamical conditions inside the
5 Thermodynamics’ first principle for an adiabatic trasfor-
mation of an ideal gas in a volume V is dU/V = +pdρ/ρ with
U the internal energy and dU ∝ dT . For a non-relativistic
gas P = 2/3 U/V and for a relativisitc gas P = 1/3 U/V .
Hence, in the former case d lnT = 2/3 d ln ρ, and in the latter
d lnT = 1/3 d ln ρ.
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remnant changes substantially. Within a ms, the forma-
tion of an apparent horizon removes all the high density
part of the system, down to densities of 1012g cm−3, leav-
ing a rather cold disk (T . 10MeV) with a significantly
reprocessed electron fraction, i.e. Ye ∼ 0.25.
In Fig. 7, we present histograms of the thermodynam-
ical conditions from the third and fifth snaphshots for all
the models presented in Figs. 2-6, binned in density and
specific entropy, s. For the latter, we consider 50 logarith-
mically spaced bins in the interval
s ∈ [0.1, 100] kBbaryon−1.
For all models, the cold unshocked cores are characterized
by the presence of low entropy material (s . 2 kBbaryon−1)
for matter densities in excess of a few times ρ0. Matter
squeezed by the merging cores and expanding inside the
forming disk is subjects to intense hydrodynamical shocks
that increase matter entropy up to a few kB baryon
−1.
The combined effect of matter expansion and shocks re-
sulting from the repeated core bounces produces a tran-
sient phase where the envelope engulfing the cores has a
large spread in entropy (see, for example, the left panel of
the DD2 M136136 cases). However, on a timescale of a few
dynamical periods, the action of the spiral arms on the in-
nermost part of the disk increases the entropy of the colder
streams, producing a tighter correlation between the mat-
ter density and entropy. The bulk of the remnant outside
the merging cores has 2 < s
[
kB baryon
−1] . 10 for mat-
ter density decreasing from 1014 down to 1010 g cm−3.
Looking at the matter distribution inside this density in-
terval, we conclude that softer EOSs present a remnant
characterized by larger values of the entropy (i.e. ∆s ∼
2 kBbaryon
−1). This is a consequence of the stronger shocks
that characterize more violent mergers from more compact
NSs. If the EOS is stiffer and the massive NS survives long
enough, shock expansion inside the low density part of the
disk increases its entropy, up to 20 kBbaryon
−1. On the
other hand, if a black hole forms, the lack of a persistent
source of shocks partially prevents the disk from reaching
a tight ρ−s correlation (as visible in the LS220 and SFHo
equal mass cases).
Apart from the differences due to the different fates of
the remnant, all five fiducial models show a similar quali-
tative behavior, and the major features described above do
not depend on the specific EOS nor on the binary mass ra-
tio. Nevertheless, quantitative differences and temporary
features can be noticed depending on the specific model.
Temperature and entropy are, on average, larger for mod-
els employing a softer EOS. This is a results of the more vi-
olent collision that characterize more compact NSs. Mod-
els employing turbulent viscosity show immediately after
merger a larger spread in the density-temperature his-
togram, as well as in the density-entropy one. However,
they require less time to produce disks with homogeneous
properties. In the asymmetric model LS220 M140120, the
cores merge in a very asymmetric way. In particular, the
core of the lighter NS is tidally deformed by the core of the
heavier one and its matter is subject to a violent tempera-
ture increase during its decompression (see the second raw
of Fig. 5). However, on a longer timescale, the outer part
of the lighter core contributes to the formation of the hot
envelope around the merging cores and the evolution of
all termodynamical quantities resembles the one of more
symmetric mergers.
Finally, it is interesting to note that our histograms
track the evolution of the dynamical ejecta in its differ-
ent components. Immediately after merger, a few ejec-
tion episodes develops from matter with initially low tem-
perature (a few MeV), low Ye (. 0.1), and low entropy
(. 10kB). They expands very fast according to T 3/ρ2 ∼
const, down to densities at the edge of our domain. Positron
and electron neutrino captures on free n increase Ye dur-
ing the expansion, but only marginally (Ye . 0.25). We
tentatively identify this ejecta as the tidal component. Af-
ter ∼ 1 millisecond, ejection episodes are also visible from
the high-temperature part of our histograms (correspond-
ing to s & 10 kB baryon−1), expanding at the same rate.
In the T − Ye plane, this ejecta presents a much broader
distribution in Ye, up to Ye . 0.4. We identify this ejecta
as the shock-driven one, whose polar component is more
significantly influenced by neutrino absorption.
4 Influence of neutrino trapping on matter
We now move to the discussion of the potential effect of
trapped neutrinos using the approached described in Sec-
tion 2.1. We first re-write the expression of the neutrino
fractions, Eqs. 4-5, in terms of the Fermi temperature,
Eq. 8, neglecting the exponential cut in density:
Yνi(ρ, Ye, T ) =
3
√
2
8
(
T
TF
)3/2 (
kBT
mbc2
)3/2
F2(ηνi) , (9)
Zνi(ρ, Ye, T ) =
(
kBT
F3(ηνi)
F2(ηνi)
)
Yνi(ρ, Ye, T ) . (10)
Since baryons are always non relativistic, kBT  mbc2,
significant neutrino fractions require high temepratures
for matter in non-degenerate conditions (T  TF) and/or
highly degenerate neutrino conditions (ην  1).
We have repeated the analysis of the histrograms of
the thermodynamical conditions presented in Section 3 in-
cluding the effects of trapped neutrinos for ρ > ρlim. Since
the variations in Ye and T are only minors (see below) and
the histograms present already a significant spread in all
variables, we conclude that the inclusion of trapped neutri-
nos does not qualitatively changes our previous analysis.
In Fig. 9 we present the results of our post-processing
analysis for a snapshot of the DD2 M136136 simulation
taken ∼ 11 ms after merger (i.e. close to the peak tem-
perature) along the equatorial plane. In the top panels,
we show the rest-mass density (left), matter temperature
(middle) and electron fraction (right) as obtained by the
simulation. In the bottom panels, we present Yνe (left),
Yν¯e (middle), and Ye,sim − Ye,eq = Yνe − Yν¯e (right) as
obtained in our post-processing analysis.
Deep inside the remnant, where densities are in ex-
cess of a few times nuclear saturation density, ρ & 3ρ0,
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the temperature is a few MeV high. Under such condi-
tions, T  TF (i.e. µi  T for neutrons, protons, and
electrons, and thermal effects are negligible). Since mat-
ter conditions are still close to the initial cold, ν-less, weak
equilibrium, we find |ηνi | . 3, and F2(ηνi) . 20 (see e.g.
[93], appendix). Thus, the production of electron flavor
(anti)neutrinos is suppressed and Ye,eq ≈ Ye,sim. Since
Ye . 0.1, neutrons are more degenerate than protons and
any increase in temperature decreases more significantly
µp than µn. Thus, ηνe . 0. This effect is partially com-
pensated by the increase of µe due to matter compression.
Overall, we find that −3 . ηνe . −1, 10−6 . Yνe . 10−4,
10−4 . Yν¯e . 10−3, and 10−6 . Yνx . 10−4, such that
Yνe < Yνx < Yν¯e locally.
At lower densities, 1014g cm−3 . ρ . 4× 1014g cm−3,
the temperature increases up to a few tens of MeV, due
to the presence of the hot annulus outside the merging
cores. While the electrons are still highly degenerate, the
neutrons and (more significantly) the less abundant pro-
tons becomes mildy degenerate (T & TF). The (negative)
chemical potential of electron neutrinos decreases, but not
the neutrino degeneracy parameter, due to the higher tem-
peratures: in this region we find that −2 . ηνe . −1. Un-
der these conditions, a significant electron antineutrino gas
forms Yν¯e ∼ 0.02, followed by Yνx . 0.01, while electron
neutrinos are still suppressed by degeneracy (Yνe . 10−3).
Due to the dominant presence of ν¯e, the initial Ye,sim
(∼ 0.06) increases by Yν¯e , i.e. Ye,eq ≈ Ye,sim + Yν¯e , to
guarantee lepton number conservation.
At densities below 1014g cm−3 the decrease in temper-
ature related with matter expansion produces less signif-
icant deviations from the initial cold ν-less weak equilib-
rium and all neutrino fractions become negligible inside
the cold (T . 10 MeV), unshocked streams. In particular,
ηνe & 1 and νe dominate over ν¯e. However, due to the
low temperatures, T < TF and Yνe ∼ 10−3. At the same
time, spiral arms moving inside this cold and less dense
matter produce shockes that heat-up matter at the arm
interfaces. Inside these regions, temperatures in excess of
10 MeV for matter that decompresses down to a few times
1012g cm−3 (thus, T ∼ several TF) lead to ηνe ∼ −1, pro-
ducing trapped neutrino gases with Yν¯e . 0.03, Yνx .
0.01, and Yνe ∼ a few 10−3. As a results, Ye,eq increases
with respect to Ye,sim.
The appearance of a trapped neutrino gas is done at
the expences of the fluid internal energy, formed by rel-
ativistic electrons, positrons, photons, and non-relativistic
baryons. Since thermodynamical stability requires ∂e/∂T >
0, Teq < Tsim. In the top panel of Fig. 10 we present the
ratio between the fluid pressure after and before the post-
processing for the same configuration presented in Fig. 9.
The inclusion of trapped neutrinos reduces the tempera-
ture down to ∼93% of the simulation value in the hottest
regions of the systems. Neutrinos are intrinsecally ultra-
relativistic and for them Pν ∝ Zν/3, while for a non-
relativistic ideal gas P ∝ 2e/3. Thus, we expect that their
appearance decreases the total pressure and we quantify
the relative variation of the pressure to be . 0.04, in par-
ticular where the equatorial plane intersects the hot an-
nulus outside the merging cores (as visible in the bottom
panel of Fig. 10). Based on these results, the internal en-
ergy stored in the neutrino field is at most ∼8% of the
fluid internal energy.
Effects similar to the ones we have discussed for high
density region (ρ & 1014g cm−3) in the equatorial plane
can be seen along any vertical plane passing through the
center. However, far from the equatorial plane, the annu-
lus structure involves matter at slightly lower density for
which the decrease in the pressure due to the presence of
trapped neutrinos is slightly more significant (Peq/Psim ∼
0.94).
We finally move to the analysis of trapped neutri-
nos in the SFHo M135135 model. The former is charac-
terized by larger maximum densities and temperatures,
see Fig. 1, and by a quick collapse of the central mas-
sive NS. Before black hole formation, results of the neu-
trino post-processing analysis are qualitatively similar to
the DD2 M136136 case. Due to the larger temperatures
reached during the NS collisions, the proton degeneracy
decrease is more pronunced and electron antineutrinos
can locally form a trapped gas with Yν¯e . 0.05, in par-
ticular where the cores collide and at the interface be-
tween the spiral arms and the forming disk. The variation
of the local pressure to the appearance of neutrinos can
reach 10% of the simulation pressure. However, these large
temperatures are reached only immediately after merger,
while during most of the evolution and for the bulk of the
matter, neutrino fractions are only marginally larger than
the ones observed in the DD2 M136136 model. After the
formation of an apparent horizon, the maximum density
and temperature significantly decrease inside the disk and
trapped neutrinos play no role inside the remnant.
5 Disks around black holes or NS remnant
The analysis of the entropy distributions inside BNS merger
remnants already revealed important differences between
the case in which a black hole promptly forms and that in
which a massive NS survives for several dynamical time
scales (end of Section 3). Further differences in the disk
properties are clearly visible in Figs. 11-13, where we present
volume rendering of the matter density, and three dimen-
sional spatial distributions of entropy and electron frac-
tion, for two simulations employing a stiffer (DD2 M136136,
left panels) and a softer (SFHo M135135, right panels)
EOS, a few tens of milliseconds after merger.
The disk around the black hole produced at the end
of the SFHo M135135 simulation is less massive and more
compact (i.e., with a significantly smaller spatial exten-
sion and a steeper density profile) than the disk produced
outside the massive NS by the DD2 M136136 simulation.
Maximum densities in the former case reach only∼ 1012 g cm−3
in a torus around the innermost stable circular orbit. On
the other hand, in the latter case the spatially more ex-
tended disk has a continuously increasing density profile
moving towards the center that joins up with the massive
NS density structure. The resulting disk is geometrically
and optically thick to neutrinos (at least during the first
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tens of ms). Fig. 12 confirms that a softer EOS produces
disks with larger entropies (possibly, ∆s ∼ 2 kBbaryon−1
) due to the stronger shocks that develop at and after
merger. Neutrino irradiation from the center of the rem-
nant changes the electron fraction above and inside the
disk. On the one hand, in both cases the innermost part
of the disk retains its initial neutron richness, while the
electron fraction increases significantly above 0.3 in the
low density funnel above it. On the other hand, signifi-
cant differences characterize Ye in the outer parts of the
disk. Due to the more extended, more diluite and colder
structure, the outer disk obtained in the DD2 run has a
lower electron fraction than the more compact disk result-
ing from the SFHo run.
6 Symmary and conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed the thermodynamical condi-
tions experienced by matter during the merger of two NSs
based on the results of detailed hydrodynamical simula-
tions in numerical relativity. Our five fiducial models in-
clude the effect of finite-temperature, composition depen-
dent nuclear EOSs in tabular form and of the emission of
neutrinos via a three-species M0 that accounts for the re-
absorption of electron flavor (anti)neutrinos in optically
thin conditions.
We explored three different hadronic EOSs: DD2, SFHo
and LS220. The first two are based on the RMF approach
and on a full distribution of nuclei in NSE, while the latter
is based on a liquid droplet Skyrme model and, besides free
neutrons and protons, includes α particles and one repre-
sentative heavy nucleous. While most of our models refer
to equal mass binaries, in one case we have investigate the
potential impact of an asymmetric mass binary merger.
Moreover, in three cases we have included the impact of
subgrid-scale turbulent angular momentum transport us-
ing the general-relativistic large eddy simulations method
(GRLES; [66]).
Matter stays cold and close to T = 0, ν-less weak equi-
librium during the inspiral (the marginal increase of tem-
perature at the NS surfaces is a numerical artifact). As
soon as the two NS cores touch and merge, the tempera-
ture increases by up to several tens of MeV for densities
immediately above nuclear saturation density. This is due
to the development of hydrodynamical shockes at the in-
terface between the bouncing cores that produce an hot
mantle around the unshocked, merging bulks. The entropy
in the cores stays below 2 kB baryon
−1, while it increases
to a few kB baryon
−1 in the hot mantle. The action of
rotating spiral arms on the forming disk increases tem-
perature and entropy. At first, on a timescale comparable
with a few disk dynamical timescale, this produces a large
spread in temperature and entropy. Later, over several
disk orbits, the conditions becomes more homogeneous.
Matter expansion from the merging cores follows T 3/ρ2
profiles, typical of baryon-dominated matter that expands
adiabatically. The more compact and dense NS cores asso-
ciated with softer EOS produce the largest densities and
temperatures. Asymmetric NS masses and the inclusion
of turbulent viscosity have only a marginal impact on the
thermodynamical properties.
Since our simulations did not include the presence of
a trapped neutrino gas in thermal and weak equilibrium
with the fluid, we analyzed its potential impact in post-
processing. We concluded that its inclusion can only marginally
affect the local thermodynamical properties of dense mat-
ter above 1012g cm−3: the maximum temperature is re-
duced by . 10%, while the introduction of neutrinos de-
termines a decrease in the total pressure . 5% and only
in the hottest regions of the domain. Due to the initial
neutron richness, deviations from cold, ν-less weak equi-
librium due to an increase in temperature favor the pro-
duction of electron antineutrinos over neutrinos.
If according to our results the inclusion of trapped neu-
trinos is not expected to significantly change the dynam-
ical properties of the remnant, the appearance of addi-
tional degrees of freedom such as hyperons and quarks for
densities well above ρ0 could have a more significant im-
pact. BNS merger simulations performed with the BHBΛφ
EOS model [94] (which is identical to DD2 apart for the
appearance of hyperons at ρ & 2ρ0) present a qualita-
tively different evolution of the remnant (see, e.g., [28]).
Hyperons in the BHBΛφ models soften the EOS and can
lead to a fast collapse of the massive NS into a black hole,
whereas identical initial conditions evolved with the DD2
EOS produce a stable rotating NS. For merging NSs with
MNS . 1.35M the appearance of hyperons is expected
only after merger and mainly inside the cold, unshocked
cores. If a black hole does not form, the qualitative be-
havior of the thermodynamical conditions is expected to
be very similar to the DD2 case, even if the stronger core
bounces related with the EOS softening produce a hot-
ter remnant in the BHBΛφ than in the DD2 case. On
the other hand, in more massive NSs hyperons could be
present already during the inspiral phase and their frac-
tion increases faster and more significantly during the
early post-merger phases. This can lead to hotter remnant
disks than the corresponding DD2 cases, if the massive NS
collapse to a black hole.
The possible appearance of muons (mµ ≈ 105.6 MeV)
and mesons (e.g. pions, mpi ≈ 135−140 MeV) has been ex-
plored, especially in cold NS matter, e.g. [95]. In this case,
degeneracy drives their production at densities well above
ρ0. During a BNS merger, if the temperature reaches sev-
eral tens of MeV in the hot envelope, they could also
be thermally produced at densities around or below ρ0.
Their inclusion in finite-temperature, composition depe-
dent EOS is still missing and their potential impact on
BNS mergers has not been explored yet.
Our fiducial models allowed us to study the proper-
ties of disk forming in a BNS merger. We found that
the formation of a black hole in the center instead of a
massive NS leads to the most significant differences. In
the early BH formation case, the disk is usually hotter
(due to the more violent NS collisions), more compact,
and less dense (ρ . 1012g cm−3). However, the higher
temperatures and neutrino luminosities change its elec-
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tron fraction more significantly. In the case in which a
long-lived remnant is formed, the disk is geometrically
and optically thick, it is spatially more extended and has
less steep density gradients, due to the prolonged action
of the non-singular central object. Our post-processing
analysis of the trapped-neutrino gas could not directly
investigate if the electron fraction of the matter form-
ing the disk is largely affected by the temporal transition
to finite-temperature weak equilibrium conditions before
quasi-adiabatic expansion. The reduced variation of Ye ob-
served for ρ & 1012g cm−3 seems to imply that this is not
the case and more significant changes in Ye are expected
due to the absorption of electrons and positrons, as weel
as of νe and ν¯e on free baryons. This conclusions is qualita-
tively consistent with results reported by BNS simulations
including the contributions of trapped neutrinos, e.g. [75,
76].
Finally, the histograms of the thermodynamical condi-
tions reported in [87,88] for CCSN simulations allow a di-
rect comparison between the thermodynamical conditions
inside CCSNe and BNS mergers. The electron fraction
has opposite trends inside these two scenarios. In CCSNe,
symmetric nuclear matter deleptonizes to reach neutron
rich conditions inside the forming proto NS. Cold, ν-less
weak equilibrium conditions are achieved only on the ν-
cooling timescale (much larger than the dynamical and ex-
plosion timescale). On the other hand, in BNS mergers the
decompression, heating, and neutrino irradiation of cold
nuclear matter drive matter leptonization. This process
is relevant to set the thermodynamical conditions of the
ejecta and, ultimately, its nucleosynthesis yields, e.g [90,
96,97,75,72,98,99]. This fundamental difference reflects
also on the evolution of the density-temperature condi-
tions. In CCSN simulations the presence of a single shock
front between the proto NS and the cold accreting flow
channels most of the hot mantle in a rather narrow band
in the ρ − T plane. On the other hand, in BNS merg-
ers the combined presence of hydrodynamical compres-
sion, tidal decompression, shocks and expansion produces
a much broader band that narrows over several dynamical
timescales. In CCSNe larger densities and temperatures
are achieved for softer EOSs, but the mass of the pro-
genitor star is the most crucial parameter that influences,
for example, the maximum temperature reached during
the simulation. Indeed, densities of the order of a few ρ0
are reached only after the proto NS formation and cooling,
and the details of the nuclear interactions are of secondary
importance with respect to the strength of the gravita-
tional field. In this work, we have only partially explored
the dependence on the colliding NS masses and, in partic-
ular, we did not consider very massive NSs. However, the
densities are significantly larger in NS mergers and the de-
tails of the nuclear interactions influence more deeply the
dynamics. Thus, the variability introduced by the different
EOSs in NS merger models is compatible with the vari-
ability associated with different progenitors for CCSNe.
We might expect more variability in mergers with larger
NS masses, however prompt collapse to black hole sets an
intrinsic limit to the densities reached in the remnant.
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Fig. 2. Rest-mass density on the orbital plane (left), and corresponding histograms on the density-temperature (middle) and
density-electron fraction (right) planes for the simulation DD2 M136136. The five rows correspond to the different phases of the
merger; moving from the top to the bottom: inspiral phase, time of the temperature peak, 3-4 ms after the temperature peak,
time close to the massive NS collapse (if present), end of the simulation. The time reported above each panel refers to the time
from the beginning of the simulation in ms. Note 2D snapshot do not exactly correspond to same times.
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Fig. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but for simulation LS220 M135135.
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Fig. 4. Same as in Fig. 2, but for simulation LS220 M135135V.
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Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 2, but for simulation LS220 M140120V.
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Fig. 6. Same as in Fig. 2, but for simulation SFHo M135135.
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Fig. 7. Histograms of the baryonic mass in the density-entropy plane from the second (left), third (middle) and fifth (right)
snapshots for all the five reference simulations reported in Table 2 and in Figs. 2-6. The unshocked cores of the NSs retain
their initial low entropy, while shocked decompressed matter expanding towards lower densities experience a significant entropy
increase.
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Fig. 8. Temperature distribution (MeV) in the massive NS
produced by the DD2 M1361364 binary at t = 34.2ms after
the merger. The surface of the massive NS is defined as the
point where the rest mass density ρ exceeds 1013g cm−3. Mate-
rial at lower densities is made transparent in this visualization.
Massive NSs produced in binary mergers are rotationally com-
pressed along the rotation axis (vertically in the figure). High
temperatures are confined to a spherical annulus at intermedi-
ate densities ∼1014g cm−3 formed of material originally at the
collisional interface between the NSs.
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Fig. 9. Upper row: Rest mass density (left), temperature (middle) and electron fraction (right) on the orbital plane for the
DD2 M136136 model at the temperature peak, as obtained in simulation. Bottom row: electron neutrino fraction (Yνe , left),
electron antineutrino fraction (Yν¯e , middle), variation of the electron fraction (Ye,sim − Ye,eq corresponding to Yνe − Yν¯e , right)
after modelling in postoprocessing the presence of trapped neutrinos at high density. Inside the merging cores, matter degeneracy
prevents neutrino formation (TF  T ). Only for shocked matter in semi-degenerate conditions engulfing the cores or developing
at spiral arm interfaces, a significant ν¯e fractions develops.
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Fig. 10. Upper (lower) panel: ratio of equilibrium temper-
ature (pressure) to the one obtained in the simulation. The
equilibrium values are calculated in postprocessing including
the effect of trapped neutrinos. The formation of trapped neu-
trino gases converts fluid thermal energy into radiation energy,
reducing matter temperature down to ∼92% of the simulation
value. Since Pν ∝ Zν/3, the total pressure reduces down to
∼94% of its original value.
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Fig. 11. Volume rendering of the density of the postmerger remnant. Left panel: DD2 M13641364 at t = 34.2ms after the
merger. Right panel: SFHo M135135 at t = 17.2ms after the merger. Both image have the same spatial scale and show the data
in a box of size ∼750 km. The black surface denotes the approximate location of the black hole horizon, which we identify as
α = 0.3, being α the lapse function. Remnants harboring black holes at their centers, such as SFHo M135135, produce smaller,
compact disks, that are mostly transparent to neutrinos. Conversely, remnants having a massive NS at their center, have more
massive, geometrically and optically thick disks. At high latitudes, a low-density funnel is present in both cases.
Fig. 12. Entropy in kB per baryon of the postmerger remnant. Left panel: DD2 M136136 at t = 34.2ms after the merger. Right
panel: SFHo M135135 at t = 17.2ms after the merger. We only show material with ρ ≥ 1011 g cm−3 corresponding the inner
regions of Fig. 11. Note that here we are using two different spatial scales for the two images (c.f., Fig. 11). The black surface
denotes the approximate location of the black hole horizon, which we identify as α = 0.3, being α the lapse function. The cores
of the merging NSs are not significantly shocked during merger, so the central part of the remnant maintains a relatively low
specific entropy of s.2 kB. Material squeezed out of the collisional interface between the NSs forms the bulk of the disk and
has entropy of a few kB. In the cases in which black hole formation occurs, the disk entropy is slightly higher (by a couple of
kB) than in the cases in which a massive NS is still present at the center.
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Fig. 13. Visualization of the electron fraction of the merger remnant. Left panel: DD2 M136136 at t = 34.2ms after the merger.
Right panel: SFHo M135135 at t = 17.2ms after the merger. Both image have the same spatial scale as in Fig. 11 and show the
data in a box of size ∼750 km. The electron fraction is used to color the 107g cm−3 (semi-transparent), and the 1011g cm−3
density iso-surfaces. We also show the electron fraction on the ρ = 1013g cm−3 iso-surface for the DD2 M13641364 model.
The black surface denotes the approximate location of the black hole horizon, which we identify as α = 0.3, being α the lapse
function. The accretion disks are fairly neutron rich in their bulk, irrespective of the remnant type (massive NS or black hole).
The accretion disk coronae are irradiated by neutrinos and are less neutron rich.
